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The ONLY Senior Exercise Program You’ll Need…What if you could exercise without the risk of
falling or injuring yourself?Imagine maintaining mobility and strength with a daily 34-minute
workout.◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆Enter the second
edition of The Home Workout Plan for Seniors…Now with ALL NEW FULL-SIZE PICTURES with
detailed directions!◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆◆Learn how
to master chair exercises over the next 30 days.And it’s perfect for anyone new to exercise! No
gym membership? No workout equipment? NO PROBLEM!In this short senior workout
routine, you’ll get:A reliable & tested 30-day workout planExercises ideal for the absolute
beginnerOver 34 pictures for a better understandingBrief & straightforward instructions of each
exercise34 seated exercises with modifications where neededHelpful guidelines & tips to get the
most from your workoutsAnd, so much more!Most everyone knows the exercise benefits for
older adults.And, if you do, too, then this home workout plan for seniors is for you!Order it now!
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Cathy Mankin, “Great book.. I'm very happy with this book. I've been stuck in this wheelchair for
a while and gave up on any kind of exercise. Being disabled is hard enough, but I wanted
something to help me and this is the book I needed. It has exercises that I can actually do, which
is hard for someone who has a damaged back.I read some of the reviews about the pictures
being too small, but for me, they were fine. I don't need a whole page to see how to do the
exercises, it has enough information on the how to do it, so I tried almost all of them. I would
highly recommend this book to anyone who is stuck in a wheelchair or has to exercise sitting
down.I"m the worst when it comes to keeping fit. However, the time for me has come to do
something or accept my life as it is and never get any stronger. Dale's book makes me feel like
he cares, and you don't see much of that these days. Also, don't worry about what others say, I
love this book and I think you will too.”

William T. Flynn, “Great job.. I HaveI have been teaching exercise for many years and have many
books, and found this book exceptional. This man knows what he's talking about. Definitely a five
star book.This book is outstanding. I highly recommend it. I teach senior classes and I will
recommend this book to everyone. Nice job.”

Sandra J Stapp, “I think this will help. It was a good workout I am not up to a minute on each one
yet but I hope to build up to it. I can feel it after the first workout and I only did each one about 15
times each .I got alot of work ahead of me but with your book I think I will get stronger. Thanks
for your help.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great place to start if you are out of shape or can't do regular exercises..
This is a perfect place to start for someone who is out of shape. I have been ill and am just now
getting my strength back. I could only do each exercise for 30 seconds at the beginning. I set
the timer on my phone to tell me when I can stop. These exercises are very simple, but will give
you a workout while building strength and stamina. I look forward to being able to do each one
for the full minute recommended. Thank you!  Finally, there is something I can do at my level.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent book for seniors. I have had 4 back surgeries, knee
replacement, reverse shoulder replacement and finally found something I can do. Great book. I
recommend it highly!”

Diane N, “Good starter book. A good value -- as I teach chair classes to seniors, this small book
has some different ideas. Illustrations are ok, but otherwise good starter book for seniors to get
ideas how to get fit.”

The book by Dale L. Roberts has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 57 people have provided feedback.
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